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Ring of fire
·tudents, Charleston residents
speak out about leaf burning.
Page3

Not again

~·

Eastern loses Gateway opener
in last minute to WIU.
Page 12

~
~

I contract talks
tinue this week
of Governors and the
Professionals of Illinois,
representing Eastern 's
resume contract nego. week as the question of
strike still remains.
'er, BOG spokeswoman
Brazell said she doesn't
1at woul_d happen if the
strike.
never had (a strike)," she
ing that BOG faculty
UPI in the rnid-1970s.
't happen that often."
~ous contract for faculty
Sept. l, and Brazell said
longest amount of time
'.ations have continued
ine.
feel we are a long way
:," Brazell said. Before
strike, they must com-

plete mediation and serve the BOO
with a notice to terminate the contract extension and a notice of an
intent to strike, Brazell said.
In the event that a settlement is
not reached, UPI President Mitch
Vogel said.the union will inform
the BOG whether the faculty' will
strike at the Oct. 17 BOG meeting
at Western Illinois University.
"We are making progress," said
Brazell, adding that the main
"sticking point" between the two
groups is money. ·
The UPI is asking for equity
with national salary levels, to be
treated equally with other state
employees, early retirement The pilot of this Marine FIA-18 brings the plane into position for take-off to demonstrate its capabilities
options and better health care bene- Sunday afternoon at the air show held at the Coles County Airport.
fits.
_ The Board of Governors is the
governing body for Eastern,
Chicago State, Governors State,
Northeastern and Western Illinois
universities.
think the Student Senate should re-evaluate their
By CHRIS SEPER
Staff writer
decision on supporting Rives' administration."
Another issue pointed out by the students was
Although Student Senate members have that of alleged nepotism under Rives' administraareas related to academic affairs," expressed their support for President Stan Rives,
tion and the Janet Francis-Laribee-Efraim Turban
according to a job description
given in a written statement from non-senate members have taken issue with the1 sexual assault case that was brought up this year.
vote of confidence by the student representatives. - '
"I feel personally (that) since going through a
the university.
"I thought that there was definitely a problem ih , lot of trails and tribulations with the Board of
The vice president is also
responsible for "planning and the hiring procedure here on campus,:• &aid Jay ' Governors, I don't think that was a fair judgement
coordinating academic programs, Martinez, president of the Hispanic Student when the Student Senate made that remark," said
developing policies and budgets, Union. "I can't see how the Student Senate can Tyrone 3X Gray, Black Student Union vice presipr.oviding leadership in the mainte- support Rives when there's some type of problem dent. Rives allegedly "hired people without any
nance of quality instruction with his qiring techniques."
·
background information," Gray added, and
through faculty recruitment, retenThe Student Senate vote; which was cast last allegedly "the sexual harassment, he blew it off.
tion and development and admin- Wednesday night, was in favor of Rives, as only
"I feel (the Student Senate) didn't speak for all
istering a collective bargaining
one
senate
member
abstained
from
the
process
the
students on the campus (when they passed the
agreement," according to the stateand only a sole "no" vote was cast out of the 35- resolution)," Gray said.
ment
"I was very glad to see it," senate member Amy
In addition ·to the search for act- member governing body.
ing vice president, the search com- ·· "I very much appreciate the vote of confidence Jobin said about the vote of confidence. "I think
mittee is also trying to fill the posi- by the Student Senate," Rives said in a written that President Rives has done a lot for the univertion of acting associate vice presi- statement. "The administration has worked hard to sity. He's a president that takes the student view
dent for academic affairs, which address problems and improve the university and into consideration when making -decisions that
was vacated when Colbert took the will continue to. do so."
affect them.
position of vice president for busiAn area that the senate singled out as an area of
"As far mistakes that he's made in the past, he's
ness affairs. Applications will be excellence by Rives is the area of affirmative
doing
a lot to make amends," Jobin said. "He's
accepted until the position is .filled.
The acting vice president and action. Rives was given high marks by senate been very open and very honest about what hapacting associate vice president will members for attempting to amend the affirmative pened and is willing to take responsibility for his
be selected from within the univer- action violations, according to the senate resolu- actions."
But some of the 33 votes in favor of Rives were
sity. Each acting vice president tion.
Martinez, however, said he doesn't agree with not due to the job he has done, but due to the 68
will be eligible to apply for the
permanent positions.
the statements of the resolution.
percent student support vote that Rives received in
The vacancies created by the
"Affirmative action guidelines were totally last spring's referendum, in which students could
acting vice president and acting ignored when hiring procedures under Verna vote confidence or no confidence in Rives.
associate vice president appoint- Armstrong (former vice president for business
Senate newcomer Dave Adden was one senate
ments will be handled "depending affairs) and Steven Falk (vice president for institumember who voted support for Rives because stuon the circumstances of the inditional advancement)," Martinez said. "With that I
viduals' situation," Rives said.
• Continued on page 2

Take off

HSU, BSU leaders di-sagree with
Student Senate confidence vote

ing VP to be named

man and bar owners discuss loca I bar fight problem
1

are a big problem in many col1s, and as many as one out of 10
occur in local college bars are not
•orted to the Charleston Police
1t, according to Charleston Mayor

Lanman.

·

· is no way we can actually control
ion," Lanman said. "We don't know
iggers the fight and sometimes it
take much to trigger (a fight)."
's not a person to serve as a peace
that's when it gets out of hand. It's a

hard thing to control," Lanman added.
you are prone to have fighlt'· Those times are
Keeley Rogers, a manager at Stix, 1412 before summer break, filte1 Christmas break
Fourth St., said the bar, which has a wider or after students have been apart awhile,"
,
,
age range of customers than most area bars, Rogers said.
One local bar owner said he believes one
doesn't have that many fights. But Rogers
said he has noticed that most of the fights at reason students "duke it out" in the bars is
· because of the type of music usually played
Stix "these days are racial.
"We've only had three the whole year," at such establishments.
Rogers said. "Usually when you tell them the
Brian Nordin, owner of Friends and
Company, 5Q9 Van Buren Ave., said he has
poll~ have shown up, the fight is over with."
Lanman and local bar owners both agreed not experienced any problems in his bar as
that violence in local watering holes height- far as fights go.
"Since we've opened, we've not had a sinens at different times ttu:oughout the school
gle fight," Nordin said. "We have a very
year.
'There are certain times of the year when mixed crowd of locals and students and a

wide variety of alternative music and jazz.
"Music has a lot to do with (fight occurrences)," Nordin added. "Music can make
people aggressive."
In another local bar, however, music plays
no part in the number of fight incidents. In one incident at Marty's, 1666 Fourth St,
Kurt Dicks, a manager at Marty's, was
charged with battery for allegedly hitting a
customer that he found urinating on the bathroom facilities.
Dicks is scheduled for an initial appearance in court Oct. 23. Marty's declined comment on the local uprise of bar fights in the

* Continued on page 2
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The Dally Eastern News

Pregnant?

A WEEKLY COLUMN BY ROBERT HENNINGS

We Can Help!

TURNING BACK THE PAGES
Editor's note: These columns were prepared by history Professor Robert Hennings with the assistance of
graduate student Marcia Steward. In commemoration
of the university's upcoming I OOth anniversary and
the recent 75th anniversary of The Daily Eastern
News, Hennings' weekly column will take us back to
what was happening this week on campus 75, 50 and
25 years ago.
75 years ago, Normal School News
Oct. 10, 1916

The programs for the Homecoming Nov. 11 are
almost finished. There will be special exercises at
chapel of which music will occupy a large part. An
auto parade will start for the athletic field at one
o'clock. The crowd will be entertained by stunts on
the field until the Carbondale Normal vs. Eastern
Normal football game. After the game a reception and
dance will be given at Pemberton Hall.

***
The lack of interesting material makes it hard for
the editors of The News to collect material. Do not
forget the news box at the south stairway of the main
building. Put your contributions in the box and don't
forget to sign your name. We would like to have articles on Pemberton Hall advantages, any course in the
curriculum that you are interested in, the green house,
the power house, the campus, or any item of interest or
news that you care to write on.

registrants. Registrar Blanche Thomas announced
Saturday that the most recent total of registered student was 911. Of the total enrollment, 506 are women
and 405 are men.

***
Eastern's 1941 Warbler was awarded first class rating in the National Scholastic Press association's
annuai contest, according to word reaching here
Tuesday. "A very fine showing for a book at the
extreme small end of its group in enrollment and budget," commented the contest judge.
25 years ago, Eastern News
Oct. 7, 1966

The first meeting of the Student Life Cornrnittee
was held at 3 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 27 in the Student
Senate Room of the University Union. The Student
Life Cornrnittee is a campus organization to which any
student who has a complaint may bring his views so
that he can be heard by administrators, faculty and his
fellow students.

***

***

The regular Saturday evening dance was held in the
gymnasium from 7:30 to 10 o'clock. Flannigan's
orchestra from Mattoon furnished the music. About 50
couples were present. The party was chaperoned by
Miss Williard, Miss Johnson, Miss Davis, Miss Niles,
Miss Guest and Mr. and Mrs. Lantz.
·

Daniel E. Thornburgh, adviser to student publications has received a grant from the Harry S. Truman
Library Institute for National and International Affairs.

Enrollment at Eastern has increased somewhat during the past two weeks as a result of a number of late

***
Glenn Williams, dean of student academics services, is a man for figures. He keeps quarterly tallies
of his job, the tedious work of registration.
This year he feels that the lengthy registration process went "fairly smoothly." One "happy event" he's
noticed is that all departments, with few exceptions,
have had adequate number of sections for each course.

HSU, BSU leaders
•Frompage 1
dents voted in favor of him. If the
referendum v_ote had turned out
differently, Adden said, he probably would have changed his vote
on the recent resolution.
"Since the student body
approved of the Rives administra-

tion on a 7-3 basis, I couldn't avoid
or see how I could ignore that
mandate," Adden said. ''The deciding factor for me was the student
referendum."
If there was no referendum,
Adden said he would have voted
for one to be taken instead of voting based on his own opinion.

When the resolution in favor of
Rives was passed at last
Wednesday's Student Senate meeting, there was a motion to table the
resolution and get a more current
view of the student body's views.
The motion was denied, citing a
need to send a message of support
for Rives.

Lanman
*From page 1

area.

.

Mother's, 506 Monroe Ave., also declined comment
on the issue of the rash of bar brawls.
At Stu's (Krackers), 1405 Fourth St., manager Dave
Svoboda said that Stu's has had no problem with keeping order in the bar.
''There's problems (around town)- there always are.
(But) I don't believe it came from here," Svoboda said
However, Stix's manager said he finds fights originating at Stu's and continuing over into his bar. .
"Stu's (fights) spread from Stu's into our place
(Stix)," Rogers said.
"I've heard rumors that the biggest part of fights are

udil~

outside ofKrackers (Stu's)," Lanman added.
Charleston Police Chief Herb Steidinger said local
bar owners are "wort<lng diligently to keep the fights
down and calling us before they get out of )land"
"We use whatever measures necessary to terminate
the activity," Steidinger added.
Lanman said the bar fights will not get any worse in
Charleston, which he said has no more fights than any
other college town.
"Fights aren't as bad here as anywhere else,"
Lanman said. ''They're equal to our (Charleston's) size
of another college town."
"I think as a whole, Charleston is fortunate in a lot o1
respects," he added. "Violence (here) is very small
compared to other communities."
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24 Hour Hotline
345-5000
Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outreach

Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price o

$7 •95 plus tax
pog\iai's

Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

PIZZA

It's finally open!
It seemed as if it never would be completed, but at
last the Lantz Physical Education and Recreation
Building is finished. There are a few minor details to
be taken care of, but on the whole, the new gym is
completed and being used extensively both by physical education classes and intercollegiate athletics.

***

50 years ago, Eastern Teachers News
Oct.1, 1941

*Free Pregnan_
cy Testing
*Information about pregnancy, abortion, and alternatives

345-3400
Expires 11 /16/91
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El8 HIS 3909: Women In American History
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El8 JOU 3903: Wo~en And The Media
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Looking For Interesting Spring Classes?

Try

Women's Studies at EIU

for information on classes or the

WOMEN'S STUDIES MINOR
caw 581-594 7 or 581-6945

IMPROV
.YOUR
CASH STOCK

D ,IE
T
Vo

YOU HEAR

YOU READ IT

IT'S TIME
BEUEVE IT.
50 YOU BUY IT AND TRY IT
AND IT'S '1'M ON A DIET...
rHE DIET WORKS GREAT
BUT THE FOOD AIN'T FIRST RATE
50. YOU LOOK FOR A PLACE TO DEFY W.

'SELL
SHORT
-SAVE
LONG'

BUT WHY TAKE THE CHANCE,
DF WIDENING YOUR PANTS

WHEN MY TURKEY AND TUNA ARE Dim

JIMMY -JOHN'S

It's the 1 for $1 deal!

GOURMET SUBS

The Daily Eastern News
will run your

&'WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA"

FOR SALE
CLASSIFIED AD

345·1075
Coovrlaht 1988 Jlmmv Joms Inc.
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THE BODY SHOP
rmw

BULBS ~ f'ACE TAl"ll"IERS
3200 SUPr.K 'WOLl'P' B1mS 1111'111 PA<Z TAIVIE&S.
25 MJm1l"E smsrons .
. New extended hows

1410 6th St.
OLDTOWNE APTS•

348·TMIS
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THE NEWEST ~ BEST BEDS IN TOWNI
The Ladies of
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA

are proud to have

Brad Mitchell
of

AXA
as their 1991-1992 Dream Man
T:~8~I~~~2fa::~:8:E:::::::~
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Billiard Bar
Restatrant

3 4 5 _7849

St..
-

~

~

OPEN
Daily 11-2
Beer

Gar~en Open
Daily

,,
':

Lunch - Grilled Chicken Sandwich $3.50
Dinner - SPAGHETTI ALL YOU CAN EAT $2. 75

NFL NIGHT
ma Nu fraternity member Kevin Dunham runs with a football down Lincoln Avenue Saturday afternoon
his way to O'Brien Stadium . The football went from Macomb, Illinois, to Charleston in the run to raise
1ney for Make-A-Wish to aid terminally ill children.

burning issue
ity ·1eaf resolution is still a hot topic
Reactions of students and Charresidents to the Charleston
Council's rejection of a resolubanning leaf burning within the
limits remained mixed Sunday.
The proposal was rejected
sday following a heated hourdiscussion at the council's regmeeting. Council members
to draft the resolution at their
17 meeting.
Jim Reimer, Student Senate
ber and city council represen'1ve, initiated discussion in the
·. The move to draft the reso'.on was in support of a move
.de by Eastern students last
· g. Students approved a referin April attached to the con.ence-n o confidence vote in
President Stan Rives.
"I was basically pretty disapinted in the meeting," Reimer
· L "I think that Charleston resi1ts still don't understand what
burning really does to the envi:nt"

imer said he would look into
ing from the Illinois and federEnvironmental Protection
tencies for city collection and
sal equipment methods. He
that the council will still distime restrictions on burning.

City policy has so far allowed
leaf burning provided no complaints were received.
"I shouldn't have to put up with
other people's lack of interest in
doing what is environmentally
sound," said Nancy Nordtvedt,
whose son is an asthmatic. "This is
the only part of the country that still
allows open burning; all the Rock
Mountain states banned it 20 years
ago."
A former Montana resident,
Nordtvedt said the city where she
used to live picked up bagged
leaves at street comers.
"I don't know why taxes here are
so high and services so low,"
Nordtvedt said. 'There are probably
enough people that suffer (because
of leaf burning) that we could force
the issue, but I'd rather find some
other way."
According to Reimer and
Nordtvedt, Mattoon, Champaign,
Springfield and a number of other
area cities have already instituted
leaf burning bans.
Nordtvedt said that leaf smoke
differs from wood smoke because it
contains mold, much like some
garbage that is burned. She suggested that smaller leaf piles be composted rather than burned.
Commissioner John Wmnett said
Sunday that if the leaf ban is
imposed "pretty soon people won't

be able to burn (in) their fireplaces.
"To me, the fireplace smoke is 12
times as bad as the leaf smoke,"
Winnett added. "Lots more people
use their fireplaces in the winter
and that smoke hangs close to the
ground."
"This (the ban) has worked in
communities much larger than
ours," said Commissioner Roger
Rives at the council's last meeting.
He added that the Sarah Bush
Lincoln Health Center Emergency
Room receives a flood of respiratory cases, some life-threatening, at
this time of year because of asthmatics and others irritated by the
leaf smoke.
Council members expressed concern at the meeting that leaves left
in the road would clog sewer lines
if the ban were imposed .
Charleston resident Jim Giffin
said in an address to the council that
one of the best things about a small
community like Charleston is the
personal freedom to do things like
bum leaves. Giffin also said that
time restrictions on burning would
not allow people to bum leaves
raked in the spring.
A biologist present at last week's
meeting said that if residents were
forced to bag leaves that trees
would become a liability and more
may be cut down.

I
······1

Last week's Red 6oss Fall '91 Blood Drive fell
of its week's goal of 1,550 pints of blood by 46
according to Kellie Walker, co-chair of the blood
1Ve, but Walker said the drive was still a success.
Although Friday's goal of 150 pints of blood was
by 65 pints, it wasn "t enough to meet the
's final goal.
"On Friday we had 215 people come through,"
.er said. "It was a lot more than we expected.
"We had quite a few students and a couple offacul• but a lot more students," she added.
Even though the week's goal wasn't met, Walker
··the blood drive was a success. "It's really disheart0
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Located at 310 Madison Avenue, just west
of the car wash in Charleston.
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Open 7:00p.m. to 9:00p.m. ONLY
Sunday through Thursday
Evenings until HalluwL'Cll
Huge sek'Ction of costumes fur
adults, couples and groups.

OVER 3000 IN STOCK!
Most rentals $15

-$20 pl'!s deposit.

Call 345-2617 for details.
Reserve early for the best selection.

Jerry's Pizza & Pub
Come In & Tackle
a Great Deal!

lood drive falls short of goal
ening to have people sign up to donate and then not
show up," Walker said last week. "We can't be displeased with the turnout, though. If we had only gotten
200 pints of blood this week, that would have been
great. It would be 200 more pints than we had when
we started.
"Over all, it went really well; we're not disappointed at all," she added.
According to Walker, the blood drive was comparable to last fall's except that last fall the goal of 1,550
pints of blood collected was met.
"Last spring was the Persian Gulf crisis when we
got over 1,700 pints, so it's not even comparable at all,
but last fall and this fall are basically the same,"
Walker said. "We had a lot more people come in last
year on the last day,. .. and this year was the same way."

\~~;::

Bills vs. Chiefs
20 oz. Premium Special $1.60
(Killian 20¢ extra)
Hawaiin Daiquiri $2.25
SHOTS - "The Big Four" CJR - BN $2.25
Stoli & Mixer $2.25
Pool 25¢ per hour 'tll 8 PM
After 8 PM Pool Is 50¢ per hour
Slices $1 After 9 PM

Monday Night Football Specials:
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Large Pizza - One Ingredient
and Two Drinks $8.95 dine in
only

!
i
I

I

L------------------------------------------------~
r----------------------,r----------------------,

! Large Pizza !! Small Pizza !
!
$8.25
!!
$6.35
!
!Delivered 345-2844 !!Delivered 345-2844!
L----------------------~ L----------------------~
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o!~; Eastern News Use of death penalty remains a ra~ial issue

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
MONDAY•OCTOBER 7• 1991

Board decision
to withhold report
not best for Eastern

Last week in Smith County, a
young man was found guilty of
arson. It seems the young black
man had set fire to the home of
a prosperous white woman.
Tomorrow, the woman whose
home he set on fire is going to
take action by setting fire to his
home. You know, let the pun· r;;.r.; •
ishment fit the crime.
All in all, this sounds like a Jamie
good idea. As the Bible says, Riiey
"an eye for an eye, a tooth for a - - - - - - ·
tooth." But tomorrow, the same county ls sentencing a case of rape. Pretty similar circumstances.
Young black man, rich white woman. Common ·
thought is the jury ls going to sentence the young
man to being raped by a rich white woman.
Of course, I'm kidding. No sane judge or jury
would let someone's home be burned down. And,
hopefully, no one would let another person be
raped.
However, juries continually give the unfair sentence of death to a person who has been convicted
of killing. Where's the justice?
The truly scary aspect is that the Senate just
passed a bill that would make killing a mailman, an
inspector from the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
an astronaut and 48 other crimes automatically
punishable by death.
A drive-by-killing will get you a seat on the electric chair, as will the killing of anyone by satanic torture. (But if you kill someone in the name of God,
hallelujah, you are saved!)
The Senate, in passing this bill, has become a
bloodthirsty mob, led by George Bush. Fortunately,
the federal government doesn't have any means to
carry out executions - unless they contract out.
But the Senate has more in mind. Bills are being
introduced that would make drug dealing, rape and
any homicide committed with a gun a capital crime.
Congressman David Obey suggested installing ,a
guillotine and Sen. Joseph Biden Jr., D-Del., asked if
the Senate would consider a death penalty for jay

"

walklng.
The bill is now in the hands of the House
Representatives who will hopefully trash the
Lord knows the kinder, gentler president wo
veto It.
Not only has the weapon of the death pen
being abused by politicians who are t·o oking
toughen their stand on crime; the death penalty
become the new form of lynching in the South.
states that once wanted blacks to be held un
chains and whips, are now stifling them with
electric chair.
The racial bias that has become evident in d
penalty cases lies not so much with the race of
defendant as with the race of the victim. In Flori
your chances of receiving the death penalty
almost five times greater if you kill a white pe
rather than a black. In Georgia, the chances are o
seven times greater.
Obviously, a racial bias isn't a good enou
argument for an appeal. In 1987 the Supreme
ruled that evidence, no matter how strong, can
be used for an appeal. But the House has lntr
duced a bill that would set aside the Supre
Court's ruling.
In this nation, which is a melting pot of
nations, races and religions, it seems odd that
are oppressing minorities. It seems hypocritical
the governing bodies of this country find it ne
sary to discriminate.
As we approach another national election,
cast my first national ballot, I would like to
politicians address the problems ·of joblessn
homelessness and drugs. It's time for the politid
of this once great and fair nation to stop waving
flag in my face. I've seen it enough times. Hell, I'
even burned a couple.
What I want to see, this year and every year
lowing, is concern for social issues. Concern for
people of this nation. Not concern for votes.

Administrative secrecy has prevailed
again.
The Daily Eastern News received its
response Thursday to its second request
for access to the Dunn report, the Board of
Governors investigation, prepared by
Bloomington attorney Mark Dunn, into
President Stan Rives' handling of a sexual
harassment complaint filed by Janet
Francis-Laribee, assistant professor of computer and operations management, against
Lumpkin Distinguished Professor Efraim
Turban.
•
•
Rives' handling of the
- Jamie Riley is a staff writer and a columnist for
complaint apparently
The
Daily Eastern News.
has opened the university and the Board of Governors up to at
least three separate "discrimination" complaints that have been filed with the federal Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission by Francis-Laribee, her husband Stephen Laribee, professor of accountancy and finance, and Turban.
A "right to sue" letter has also been
filed by the Laribees' lawyer.
One reason BOG Chancellor Thomas
Layzell cited for not making the report
public was that it is a "confidential" communication between a public body and an
attorney "prepared in anticipation of litigation."
" ... The Report was clearly prepared in
anticipation of litigation and the material
contained in it is so thoroughly permeated
with Mr. Dunn's theories, analysis C\nd
mental impressions as to constitute attorney work-product protected from discovery under Illinois Supreme Court Rule."
Whether or not the board and its chancellor · have a sound legal basis for with.,.
holding the report from public scrutiny, the
board should release it willingly.
The activities of public employees
should remain public. Further, neither
members of the board nor Eastern' s
maladministration. While I was
" Who are we to say" Ad
administrators should have put themselves
busy contemplating who the big- Hitler "did anything wrong,"
in a position where release of a report preger fools were: those that did not that matter either. "He is hu
pared at state taxpayers' expense would
vote on the referendum, when and we need to look past the
cause the board to be "disadvantaged in
this was such an important Issue, . and see the good" of Hitl
litigation through (its) disclosure."
or those that did vote, and sup- maybe, too, like Senate mem
The university community will not let Dear editor:
ported the referendum when the Amy Jobin suggested we do
"Who are we to say he did majority, according to the News, Stan Rives.
this matter rest until all of the facts are
anything wrong? It is over. Let's did not fully understand the matknown.
After all, Hitler did impro
For the sake of allowing this university to get past it and move on," was a ter, I came to a conclusion. What the German economy and tra
focus its energies back on its educational quote in the Eastern News by else could we expect, when our portation system and initiat
duties, we urge the board to resolve this (Student Body Executive Vice student leaders hold such asinine programs that created t
matter quickly and to allow the facts to be President) Kristy Koch. I cannot ·opinions on the subject. Where Autobahn , Volkswagon and a j
believe Kristy or any other mem- else were the students to get engine. Maybe we should lo
known.

Edttonal

-

Your turn

Reader doesn't
support Senate's
confidence vote

_ -~-- - - __ . _._F_.~~"!~r pro wrestler

ber of the Student Senate
believes this or actually supports
the Rives administration. They are
just afraid to make waves; afraid
to go against the grain.
Sure, Rives supports the textbook rental system and has been
open to students' concerns in the
past, but this does not excuse

clear information if not from the
heedless Student Senate? Maybe
they could have gotten it from
the Eastern News: the same
paper that printed three stories
on support for the administration
without one word printed in any
of the articles giving an opposing
viewpoint.

past his bad habit of filling u
holes with the remains of Jewl
bodies and see the good he di
Maybe we could have a stude
referendum on it. Then Kris
Koch could "move on" to a ca
pus holiday for Hitler. Let's g
real.

~
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RHH workshop handles 'hot'_topics
1tivation and cultural diversity
two of the "hot" topics during
National Residence Hall
orary leadership workshop
last Saturday.
i'1ie NRHH sponsored the lead'1p workshop, titled 'The Great
ership Search,' was held
y on the third floor of the
· Luther King Jr. University
ky Hancock, NRHH secre' assisted Darcy Royster,
H programming director, in
• 1g the workshop.
ssistant director of housing
in Cannon, the keynote speaker
the workshop, discussed moti'on. Cannon said the major
>Jem in the residence halls is
1y.
"Real motivation comes from
· ," Cannon said, adding that
person can motivate others by
· g them a positive attitude.
wson Hall counselor Tomoyo

Kitazawa, another speaker at the
workshop, presented a program on
cultural diversity with the purpose
to create awareness within the

NRHH.
Kitazawa said racial problems
are not the only things involved
with cultural diversity. Religion,
gender, age, social classes, able/disable and sexual preference are also
taken into consideration within the
topic of cultural diversity.
In a discussion about sexual preference, Weller Hall resident assistant Nick Falcetta said, "You find
out who people are by spending
more time ·with them. A way to
overcome that (assumptions and
defensiveness) is to be around (people are different) more often."
Also at the workshop, NRHH
member Michelle Ferrandino presented a program on building communication within an organization.
"We spend a lot of time living
and interacting with the other residents within the hall and their different
personality
types,"
Ferrandino said. She also discussed

ways in which residents and resident assistants can deal with difficult people.
Carman Hall resident assistants
Michelle Cosentino and Lisa
McCarty presented a program on
gossip as part of the workshop.
Cosentino and McCarty illustrated how a story can get changed
when it is told from one person to
another because people leave information out and fill in blanks on
their own. McCarty said listening
and communication are very
important in stopping gossip.
Other programs presented during
the workshop were: Tune Manage-,
ment by Terry Tumberello and Jill
Binder; the Search of Purpose by
Ken Wetstein; and Avoiding
Failure by Darcy Royster.
Royster said she was happy with
the amount of people that attended
the event.
'Tm really glad with the
turnout," she said. "Everyone was
really excited and motivated.
Hopefully they'll be able to pass on
what they have learned."

'Keys to Successful
~ Interviewing' offered
11111111•·• •·• •·• ·• • · · ···

By KAREN MEDINA
Staff writer

Eastern students can now have
an added advantage when searching for a job in today's competitive job market.
The counseling center will
offer "Keys To Successful Interviewing," a lecture by Gail
Mason of the speech communication department.
The interviewing seminar will
be held at 7 p.m. Monday in the
Rathskeller Balcony in the M~1tin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
"The purpose of the workshop
is to ·have students and anyone
who is considering applying for a
job to be prepared for the actual
interview situation," Mason said.
"It's to get to people to evaluate
their strengths and weaknesses."
The lecture will give students

By TERESA JOHNSON
The Hispanic Student Union is
gearing up for a variety of upcoming events which were discussed
at its weekly meeting last
Thursday.
The HSU discussed homecoming activities at its meeting
Thursday in the Greenup Room of
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Members of the HSU decided
to participate in a variety of
homecoming activities including
the parade and window painting in
the Union. In addition, they elected Edson Castillo and Veroni~a
Mizzoni their homecoming king
and queen representatives.
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In addition, HSU Vice
President Karen Medina said the
group may change their constitution.
"We have plans on ratifying our
HSU constitution again," Medina
said.
The HSU has recently acquired
office space in the Student
Activity Room in the Union.
At their Thursday meeting,
HSU members also discussed
plans for Cultural Diversity Week,
which will be held January 14-17,
1992. In addition, they discussed
plans to organize an International
Tea.
"The future lies in the Hispanic
students on campus whether or
not HSU will succeed," HSU
President Jay Martinez said.

4-WHEEL

$4299 !$wASH&w99 l$A499
'"'"'°'""'·
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tested effective insights and techniques that are needed for successful interviewing, such as dis- ·
,,.. - ..,I
422 Madison
It . . ,_ ]
cussing what type of questions are
Charleston, IL
asked during interview situations,
Call for Appointment
how to respond to them and how
students can to relate their education experience to their resumes.
"Students don't think about the
interview and tend to go in vague1y in the interview situation,"
Mason said. "Students rather
focus on the attire for the interview.
"I really want people to think
about what they have to offer any
employer. They usually have a lot
of control of what happens during
the interview," she said.
Mason has been on both sides
of interviewing, since she was an
interviewer at Central State
Michigan University and is now a
JANUARY 2-14
5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS
teacher of interviewing at Eastern.
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homas denies alleged harassment
WASHINGTON (AP) - Supreme Court nominee
Clarence Thomas "very forcefully denied" allegations by a law professor that he sexually harassed
her when she worked for him a decade ago, a
Republican senator said Sunday. And the White
House dismissed the accusations as "unfounded."
But Democratic senators called the accusations very
serious and two said a delay in Tuesday's scheduled
confirmation vote might be necessary.
Thomas himself made no comment on the allega-

tions by Anita Hill.
The allegations were first disclosed by National
Public Radio and Newsday.
The University of Oklahoma law professor told
the Judiciary Committee last month that Thomas had
detailed scenes from pornographic movies to her
when she worked in the early 1980s as his legal
assistant at the Department of Education and the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
according to a source familiar with the allegations.
f

10th ANNUAL COLLEGIATE WINTER SKI BREAKS
TOLL FREE INFORMATION a RESERVATIONS

1·800·!21·5911'
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Oddity may alter weather again
WASHINGTON (AP) - El Nino is back.
and 1982: the presence of a cloud of volcanic
The oddity of nature that disrupted weather debris in the air, making it hard to use satellite
around the world nearly a decade ago is under way measurements to determine water temperature.
again, though in a mild form so far, said Vern
Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines caused this
year's cloud, while the earlier case resulted from
Kousky of the federal Climate Analysis Center.
Scientists have measured unusually warm water Mexico's El Chichon.
temperatures in the Pacific over the last three to six
The events, correctly called the El Ninomonths, usually the first sign the phenomenon is Southern Oscillation, or ENSO, are characterized
developing. Though measurements are continuing, by unusually warm water in the eastern tropical
temperatures are running 2 degrees to 3 degrees Pacific and by changes in air pressure over differ·
ent parts of that ocean.
Celsius above normal, Kousky said Friday.
Warming water in the tropical Pacific may not
It's that combination that can alter weather in
sound like a threat, but a full-fledged El Nino far-flung places, with changes in the Pacific affectcould change the weather worldwide.
_ing weather across North America on one side and
A 1982-83 El Nino, the strongest in a century, as far as Asia and Africa in the other direction, sciwas blamed for worsening a devastating drought in entists say.
Africa, causing a series of severe winter storms to
The strength of the 1982-83 El Nino was considcome ashore in California, spawning the first ered a once-in-a-lifetime event. The El Nino in
typhoon to strike French Polynesia in 75 years, del- 1986-87 was closer to average, with some weather
uging Peru and Ecuador with torrential rains and changes reported but not the massive damage of ·
furthering the worst drought in two centuries in 11\e previous.one.
And, Kousky said, it's not all bad news.
Australia. It cost 1,500 lives and billions of dollars
in damage.
Increased storminess can mean beneficial moisThe last El Nino, in 1986-87, was relatively ture to the southeastern United States, and changes.
mild.
in wind patterns may provide a warmer-than.:norKousky noted. one similarity between this year mal winter in western Canada.

Sandwich w /fries

$299
$3 Pitchers

Tonight: 3 for $1
Chili dogs

"A great place to watch
Monday Nite football"

Liz Taylor to say 'I do' for eighth time
1

l

LOS OLIVOS, Calif. (AP) - Ritts and gossip columnist Liz including her mother and grandEliz~beth Taylor tried to keep . Smith.
children, would attend, she said.
reporters away from her eighth trip
Sales of the material were
Lifestyle guru Marianne
- to the altar Sunday to marry the expected to fetch millions of dol- Williamson would perform the
· ceremony, Smith said.
man she met while they ~ere both lars for AIDS research. ·
at a drug and alcohol rehabilitation
Taylor, 59, announced in July
Jackson transformed Neverland
center.
'
she was marrying Larry Fortensky, into a fairytale site for Miss Taylor
Michael Jackson's Neverland a 39-year-old trucker-construction and her 160 guests, including forranch in the Santa Ynez Valley worker. She confessed her love mer President Reagan and his
wine country, about 100 miles and devotion and promised: ''This wife, Nancy, and former President
is it!" She divulged few details in Ford and his wife, Bett}r.
north~est of Los Angeles, offered
seclusion and security for the twi- a prenuptial interview with Smith,
The guest list reportedly includlight wedding to which only published Sunday by the Los ed Gregory Peck, director Franco
Hollywood's chosen few were Angeles Times and New York Zeffirelli, Arsenio Hall, Pia
invited.
Newsday.·
Zadora, George Hamilton, Liza
Secrecy enveloped the ceremoJackson and her eldest son, Minnelli, Merv Griffin, Quincy
ny. ·Exclusive,coverage deals were Michael Wilding, would give her _ Jones and "Home Alone" actor ... _
made with photographer Herb away, while the rest of her family, Macaulay Culkin.
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Students...

Our VISION CARE

Faculty...

PROGRAM.

Administration•••

**BONUS!! **
First Replacement
Lens FREE

Staff...

~ur~"Dry Cleaners.
~COMPLETE QUALITY CLEANING
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• Alterations
• Area Rugs
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• Draperies
• Furs
• Insurance Claims

s. 4th

St~
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• Leather & Suedes
• Monogramming
~-Reweaving

• Silks
• Starched Shirt Service
• Wedding Gowns Heirloomed

Monday-Friday 7:00-5:00

I345 4546 I

Saturday 8:00-12:00
Conveniently located close
to campus just arouund the curve on South 4th st.
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lovenia will face
vereignty tests
LIANA, Yugoslavia (AP)
da is to become fully indeMonday, and seems likely
out of the Yugoslav fedetawithou t the civil war that
neighboring Croatia
anticipation, its red, blue and
flags flutter proudly in
the capital.
has raged for months in
ia between armed Serbs,
forces and the Serb-dominatral army, and a peaceful
seemed just as unlikely
lovenia when the two
· declared independence on
·al tanks and fighter jets
into Slovepia, but backed off
of stiff resistance from the
ethnically homogeneous
republic.
'July, after both Slovenia and
bad agreed to a three-month
iwn on independence negoby the European Community,
.t was reached for fedtroops to withdraw from
. by mid-October.

-.

As Seen on
Caroline
Comedy Hour.

DAN
WILSON
in the
Rathskellar
at 8:00 p.m.

After Monday, when the moratorium expires, Slovenia apparently
will control its own territory. It
plans to recall Slovenes from the
Yugoslav diplomatic corps, send
the EC peace monitors home and
gradually establish its own currency.
The will of Slovenes for independence "is now stronger than before," said France Bucar, president
of the parliament in Yugoslavia's
most prosperous republic. "People
look around"them, see the war in
Croatia and say we do not fit in
these surroundings." Emil Koterle,
a shoemaker, said: "We must go on
now. It has to get better. It can't be
any worse than before." Koterle
lives in Padna, a hilltop village of
300 in the Slovenian part of !stria, a
peninsula in the northern Adriatic.

Wed. Oct. 9
for $1 w/student l.D.
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-your Sweetie a

wmakers to name Sweetest· Day
PersOnal
istide replacement

-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP)
Senate president said Sunday
1rs were considering namSupreme Court justice to
e exiled President JeanAristide and calling elecwithin 90 days.
!iean Belizaire said no decion such an appointment had
made but that it could come
ly as Monday or Tuesday
talks with political and busileaders to settle on a solution
crisis.
are not the government, but
lie the only legitimate civilian
tion that can make deci," Belizaire said of the
Assembly, Haiti's parliawhich was elected with
last December.
said any proposal for resolv.e week-old crisis must be
ved by the Senate and
of Deputies, which form
ional Assembly.
king up claims by Gen.
Cedras, the armed forces'
fonal commander-in-chief,
the military did not want to

govern, Belizaire said the army had
refused to assume interim power.
"We have no government to
keep the state going," the Senate
president said. He said "there was
very little time" to reach a solution.
The proposal being considered
Sunday was thought likely to bar
Aristide from new elections, and it
was not known whether lawmakers
would allow him to return to Haiti.
Under the constitution, no president can succeed himself.
Belizaire replied ambiguously to
a reporter's question about whether
he favored Aristide's return, saying: "We want the return of constitutional government" Some lawmakers have accused Aristide of
overstepping his constitutional
authority.
Belizaire called .a news conference at the Legislative Palace a day
after a high-level delegation from
the Organization of American
States held two days of meetings
with Haitian political military,
political and business leaders.
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- 15 words plus your choice of colored artwork plus a
· heading in bold all for $500•

Your .message will appear Friday, Oct. 18th
Deadline is Monday Oct, 14 at 2:00 p.m.
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PASSION

ELOWFB

The times we' w
shared haw been
memorable.

Louie Romeo

A I ... .

ASHIF:y

B - - -.C

Louie Is only chatter,
friends.are all that
matter.
• Jenny

As long as
you're here,
my heart will

always cbeerl
. l.oveJoesy

We're looking for seniors who like
working with an kinds of hardware.
,

UU"eers in data .proces.5ing, accounting, actuarial, and auditing at State Fann.
"'

At State Fann, \ve understand the concept of ''worlL' Believe it or not, we also understand the
concept of ''play~'~
.
Thats because we don't think you can be really outstanding at the first without having an
appreciation for the second. Which is exactly why a career at State Fann in Bloomington could be the
ideal place f9r you.
. You'll work for pne ofthe countcys most respected companies on the most advanced computer
equipment in the industry. You'll be challenged and stimulated. You'll be rewarded with excellent pay
and benefits. You'll make your clasgnates very envious.
Whats more, you'll also have time to appreciate the finer things in life. Thats because Bloomington isn't just a ~t place to start a career, itS a great place to live, to enjoy, to start a family (if,
indeed, you're ready to start thinking about that). In addition to the communitys pleasant neighborhoods, inviting parks, and other recreational facilities, you'll find two universities that offer a host of
cultural and social activities to take advantage of.
Ifyou'reaseniorwithamath,acmunting,data~, "•" ....
tale
or computer science backQround, come talk to us at your
...A...
college placement office. We're looking for people who are . .
motivated and outgoing. People Who enjoy challenges On the
llHUIAMC\
job --: and aw;ay fro~ il After all, you're no~ just looking for a Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois.
great JOb. You re looking for a great way of life.
An equal opportunity employer.

S
Fann
Insurance
Co
.
mpaDies
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All dassified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
Ali Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

NOW HIRING, 4.60/HR., full-time
and part-time developmental
trainers to work with developmentally disabled adults. SOME
FULL-TIME BENEFITS AVAILABLE. Apply in person 738 18th
St.
1216

TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS
·

AoomON
ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FoR SALE
LOST

&.. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Students 0 Yes 0 No

-------~

Dates to run ______________
Ad to read:

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
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10:30
11:00
11:30

Fresh Prince
Blossom
Movie:
I'll Fly Away

News
Tonight
Late Night

WCIA-3

ESPN-24

ews
Ent. Tonita
Evening Shade
Major Dad
Murphy Brown
Designing Women
Northern Exposure

portscenter
Outsidethe Lives
NFL Match-up
Schaap Talk
Olympiad

News
M"A"S"H
Current Affair
Hard Copy

Married...
MacGyver:
NFL Football
Bills at Chiefs

DOWN

Powerboat Race
Sportscenter

.. .

'

3

4

13
17

20

31
39

43

62

65
68

29 Out of trouble
30 Purl's ki n
33 Tree trunk
34 C a mel's-h air
fabric
36 Glen Gray 's
Casa - Orchestra
37 Okla. city
3a Head : Fr.
40 Network of
nerves
4S Small amount
48 Recompense

so Iraqi port
51 Chaplain
52 Suburb of
Minneapolis
53 Perfume
54 Clergyman w ho
wrote "You Can
Win"

55 Distribute car
57 On the Baren
58 Blockhead
59 Hebrew
measure
60 Milne 's "When
We - - Very
Young "
61 Govt. certifica

. ··.....

Murder, She
Wrote
WWF
Wrestling

MacGyver

Movie: Hauser
Memory

Columbus Age
of Discovery

Movie:The
Four Seasons
Movie: Silkwood
t

News

C. Everett Koop MD

Night Court
Kojak

Dad's Army
Movie:

Equalizer
NFL Mag.

2

USA-26

Water Skiing

News
Love Conn.

64 Lover
65 "Rule,
Britan n ia "
composer
66 Unfeigned
67 Keen
68 Shakespearean
king
69 Risk
70Tupelo o r
tamarack

21 Broad
25 Star or TV
program
26 Biblical brother
--t--t--t......,~ 27 Lacerated

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily. Eastern N
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Exa
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturda
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publis
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or con
conflicting information will not be run.

__________1217

1 Boast
2 " - - and t he
Swa n ": Yeats
3 Promote a
crime
4 Apportion
5 Bergene
6 Author Bret - 7 One of the
Waughs
8 Large fowl
9 Experiencing
trouble
10 Curtain fabric
""""!.........;;;;.+~ 1 t Michaelmas
daisy
12 Suffix with mad
or sad
14 Navigation
!-=t~~-:i
system

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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1968 Chevelie SS396 4-speed
posi , power steering $2500.60
345-1118.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _1217
1983 Chevette - high mileage
(highway), new tires , AM/ FM
Cassette, runs well. 345-6969 or
618-793-2559 ($800).
_ _ _ _ __ ____1217
1985 Dodge 600 All electric very
good condition $4,500. 1976
AMC Hornet good 850.00 3456415.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/7
Formals for Sale. $75 to $100.
Sizes 3 and 5. Call Kelly -after
6:30 pm 348-7732.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
For sale one Remington Electric
adding machine CHEAP. 3456797.

31 Nitwit
32 Israeli diplomat
1 Littleneck
35 Gentleman 's
5Fellow
gentleman
9 Netman Lendl
39Slip
13 Kick over the
41 Sash
traces
42 In agreement
15 Companion of
hearty
43 Forsake
16 Proboscis
44 Wooden strip
17 " - - a
46 D ischarge
Nightingale"
47 Raison d ' - - .
18 Region
49 Scrape off
19 Broadway
51 Small bird
angels' delights
53 Samoan p ort
20 Dowser
55 Early 20th22 Corrida cheers
century art cult
23 River at Leeds
56Weakens ;
24 Submit formally
dilutes
26 Within reach
· 62 Check texts
30Cognize
63 Nora's dog

Name:_________ _______

Phone:

__________1217

ACROSS

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

__________1217

1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM
cassette, new tires, looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.

Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave for rent. Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 348 7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1216
2 bedroom, furnished apartment
for 2 people. Includes dishwasher, carpeting, central heat & air.
Close to campus. $220/month per
person. Carlyle Rentals. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1216

Monicals is looking for part-time
drivers for pizza delivery. You
must have your owrr insurance
and be over 18 years. The hours
are for evening weeknights, day
and/or night weekends, and the
hours are extremely flexible .
Apply in person at 909 18th- st.
Charleston today.
_ _ _ _ _ _10/3,4,5,6,7,8

RIDES/RIDERS

------~---1217

ADOPTION: Make our dream
come true . Give your baby a
chance for a wonderful life in a
small town with educated parents, and a loving family nearby.
A new home, financial security,
love, laughter, and a bright future
await a very lucky baby . Call
Nancy and John at (309)6962891 or our attorney, theresa at
(309)686-1089.

~-~~~~-~--10/8

WANff.D

BOOTH LIBRARY will be conducting General Library Tours I
Oct. 7-30, 1991 at 6:00 p.m. on Mondays, 2:00 p.m. on Tuesd
and 11 :00 a.m. on Wednesdays. Tours begin at the Public Cat
and last about 45 minutes. Anyone welcome. (Instructors: Pie
schedule class tours through Reference Services 581 -6072).
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Bible Study tonight
6:00 p.m. in Coleman Rm. 220.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a St. Vincent de P
Meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. at the Newman Center.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in Life Scie
301. All actives and pledges must attend.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a Workshop on Mon
October 21 at 7:00 p.m. at the Counseling Center. It is "Breaking
Is Hard To Do" presented by Dr. Alice Sanders - Come and exp
in a small group environment, how to recover from the loss
lover. Limited enrollment. Call 581-3413.
KAPPA DELTA Pl will meet tonight at 6:00 p.m. in the Etling
Room in the Union. There will be an Informational presentation
the National Goals for American Education.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT will
tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Coleman 229. New members welcome! D
must be paid by tonight!
AHS(Association of Honors Students) will meet tonight at 8
p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall.
PSI CHI will have Yearbook Pictures tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the S
well near Taylor Hall in Coleman Hall. See you then!
RECREATIONAL SPORTS will have Intramural Water Baske
today at 8:15, 9:00, and 9:45 at Buzzard Pool. Teams must co
of 6 players with roster limit of 12.
EIU'S GAY/LESBIAN GROUP meets every week. It's a great
to meet people. If interested, please call the Counseling Center
X3413. All calls are confidential.
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATION, INC. will have a Program c
"Communicating Through Clothing" tonight at 6:00 p.m. in the
byville Rm. Gayle Strader, clothing expert, will talk in this progr
All are welcome.
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER CAMPUS OUTREACH will
tonight at 6:00 p.m. in the Greenup Room in the Union.
AMERICAN ADVERTISING FED. OF STUDENTS (AAFS) will
a meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall 117. We will be fi
izing T-Shirt ideas!! Bring your $5 membership fees if you wish
remain a member!

Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers
$15. 348-5460 .

.,...,,.~,..,,,.,=-,...--.,..,....-,---c-10/9

MENT
fisheries . Earn
$5,000+/month. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female. Get the
early start that is necessary. For
employment program call Student
Employment Services at 1-206545-4155 ext. 81 .
10/11
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,,.wanted for
full and part time positions. Must
be at least 18 years old and have
proof of insurance. Apply in per- ·
son at Jimmy Johns Sub Shop
located 1417 4th Sir. before
11 :00 a.m. & after 2:00 p.m.

SlRVIClS OFFERED

Furnished rooms all utilities paid
(no heat) ample parking. Cable &
private phone 1-792-5674.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca10/7, 14
Male roommate needed. Close to
campus. 165 mo + 32.50 electric.
1 month rent free. 581-2237 Iv.
msg.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1017
Three bedroom house and apartment for rent for two people available January 1. Call 345-3059.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/11

ADOPTION : We are a loving,
married couple who want to adopt
a healthy newborn. Our six year
old adopted daughter would love
a baby sister or brother. Legal
and confidential. Medical, legal
expenses paid. Call collect 217999-2157. Brian and Ann.
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Hur WANff.D

NANNIES: Year-long, live-in positions-East Coast. Air Fair, Great
salaries. Fun social activities.
Carefully screened families, personal attention. PRENSTON
NANNY, 301 N. Harrison, #416
Prenston, New Jersey 08540.
(609)497-1195

Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 3487746.
---~~-~~~=1216
Need a DJ? Call HIGH OUTPUT
Sound & Light DJ Service .
Dances, parties, weddings, all
occasions. 345-9549.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11
NEED A PAPER TYPED? Work
done on word processor. $1 a
page. Ask for Vicki 345-4716.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8

Movie

Spenser For:
Hire
Gary Shandlin
Molly Dodd

Star Trek: The
Next Generation
WKRP
Arsenic

Disney
Vu
On Location With
Art Wolfe
World Away

Little House
oft Praire
Combat

Safari

Panther Country
One Body Too
Many

Beyond 2000
Party

Movie:
Scruples

National

i~~~s
: OCT. 7, 1991
YAMAHA
FZ
600
1/blue, quick, low miles,
, runs great! Must sell,
9129.

,,,_,___ _ _ _,---_1217
~so 6500 mi. Runs and
1at. $750.00 348-1983.
.
1217
RMATTED IBM COM,• HIGH DENSITY COMOISKS $1.25 ea. WHILE
:T. BRAD 2836.
.,_--,--,------,---12/7
· very nice. Lavender and
1e. Worn once. Size 8/9.
348-5541.
~------12/7
1wasaki 600 KLR White
Rebuilt in July. $1000
1-3482 leave message.
.,.___ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
t swim suit size 10. Ladies
worn tags are attached
• Call 581-5758.
,......_,-------~12/7

b 25" console TV $150.

fz speakers (165 watts)
r. Realistic DX-440 . All:ommunication receiver
More. 345-4426 after 1o
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7

'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks
1983
Chevette
high
and runs excellent! Must sell
mileage(highways), new tires,
$1,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.
AM/FM Cassette, runs well. 345_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
6969 or 618-793-2559.($800).
1216
.
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with
hard case. Good condition $275
call Brian 348-8703.
----c,-,--,,---~----=12/7
1982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE.
Good condition. $1800 O.B.O.
LOST: Shi tzu 1O weeks old.
Call Ken 345-9735.
Brown and white. Reward 345_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
1326.
..
1984 Honda Aero 125 ·scooter.
-..,,-----~~-10/7
Excellent condition. $600.00 345LOST: two-toned gold ring on
2333 0(348-5808.
Campus. If found call 581-3987.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7
12/7
2"""-1.,-,5"",,-,-,M=T""'x,--,,s-=P-=E~A..,.,K=E-=R,.-_B 0 x
WOOFERS #350. LIKE NEW.
MARY JO 581-2917.
~---------12/7
Soloflex exercise machine. All
We Pay Cash for Broken gold
jewelry, diamonds, class rings,
attachments included. 1 year old.
Used little. $1100. TV $60. 348- · gold or silver coins & collection
modern & antique guns. The
0259.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/6 · Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Square. 348-1011
1983 Mustang GLX 2dr hatch
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
back V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise
Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000 Miles.
HEY! MOCK-TRIAL APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE
Excellent condition $3250. 3453020 anytime.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA MAILBOX
IN THE POLITICAL SCIENCE
~~~-,---=-=-~__ 12/7
OFFICE! FOR MORE INFO
1980 Mazda Rx?. New paint,
clutch, tires. 104,000 miles.
CALL SCOTT 581-2987, BILL
$2300 OBO. 348-7825.
345-7461.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7

ARBLER YEARBOOK
GROUP PHOTOS
THIS 'WEEK!!!

. . . .llll!IJ[w······

-ATTENTION ALL EASTERN
SIG KA P's and dates, get ,
GREEKS: JUST ARRIVED AT
psyched .for an awesome night.
See you at Krackers!!
TOKENS "GREEK FRIENDSHIP
10/7
BRACELETS" AVAILABLE IN · ·
YOUR COLORS.
Hey Otis and Scott! It's finally
9/27 10/1,3,7
over-Don't forget tomorrow is my
~H~A~L~Lo-=-o-,w=E~E~N.,---COSTUME
birthday. Arnie •
RENTAL! Huge selection - very
~--~----~-10/7
reasonable rates. Be Smart!
Hey Dana! Lighten Up. Scott
Reserve early. Call 345-2617.
----~~-·_ _ _ 10/7
AST PLEDGES: Hope you had
,-,----.,,,-----..,--00-ca10/2,3,7,8,9
Hey Everyone! Get your teams - fun on Dad's Nite! You're doing
an awesome job! Keep up the
ready for BIG WHEELS. Pick up
registration forms at 201 Union or
good work! Love, Your Active Siscall 348-8222 or 348-5404. •
ters
,..,,..,,..,,...,..,.-.,,=c-,-,--,-.,,~.,..,,--,-,,,10/11
,....,.,,.--,-~---=--~-=-1017
MOCK TRIAL APPLICATIONS
Mike, Justin, Doug, Bill, Dawn:
Thanks for all of what you did for
ARE DUE OCTOBER 9TH!
INTERVIEWS TO BEGIN soon.
me. It made me realize what
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7
friends really are. Convict
AST DADS: You guys are great!
~-=--,_.,,-.,--,..,.-co------,-c1017
Love, the AST~
ASA Flag Football: Good Luck
Today!
You're ASA sisters are
-~-~~---~10/7
supporting you.
HAVE YOU PUNCHED OUT
'
10/7
YOUR WALLS LATELY? Want
the·m· Fixed? Don't want the
Pat Sheehey, Tom Slummer, and
LANDLORD 'to know! Call us
Dan Stump-We love you-i.:ove,
Alpha Garn Football Team. : -,,.,,,,, ·
· we'll fix your mistakes. Handy-- _;:;-"- ·~ . 10/7
man of Charleston. 348-7625 or
345-3501.
Kristi-Happy 1Bth ! It's About
Time. Have a great one! Aly
~----~=-=-10/3,4,7
JULIE BILL OF AST: Congratula- - --~-------10/7
Kristi B. Congrats on _y.our 18th B- ·
lions on receiving a Talented StuDay. I i_oveyou! DZ love, K.T.
dent Award! Love, Your Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/7

Calvin and Hobbes

. :t
i~£/

yearbook who you are. This is a
good way to get.your organizations
name out.

or an appointment or any questions
II 581-2812 between 9 and4 p.~. -

*REMINDER*
RETURN YOUR PROOFS
• If you've received your individual
portrait proof, please return them
as soon as.possible to Yearbook
Associates.

• The Yearbook Associate portrait
photographer will return to campus
Oct. 24-25 and Oct. 28-31 for
retakes.
No charge for retakes if caused by
the photographer.

You'll be charged another sitting fee
if you would like to try again.
Walk•ins will
be welcome.

by Bill Watterson

Bv'i -IT'S 11-\t= \.\IJMIDIT'{
'11-\1\T R'tA\l'l GBS \0 Mt.

let the students know through the

Each black and white R.hoto -can
have up to 40 people andwill fit
on 1/3 of a page. The cost for
this black & White picture is $55
for 1/3 page, $1 00 for 2/3 page,
$160 f'or 1 page or $250. for 2
pages.
Photo shots begin Monday, Oct.
· 7- Friday, Oct.11 from 5-9 p.m.
in Coleman Hall.

JEFF VOLTZ-1 had a great time
Wednesday! You make an awesome rhinestone cowboy! He! He!
Jules
1017
SUSAN CARLSON-Happy REAL
birthday! You're a great roomie,
even in our neat and tidy room!
Love-Anna
10/7
JILL WHITE-To our fe·llow
Bloomington buddy! Have a great
b-day! And gain -some weight!
Love-Dani V. and Anne V.
~~~-,-~~-~~10/7
CARAHAHA-From a brilliant
summer to a poopy semester, I
still love ya! Hang in there!
Love-Anna
·
~~-~~~-,-~--10/7
SUSAN CARLSON: Happy 22nd
Birthday! We'll have to party
a.s.a.p.! Love, your suitemates,
Teresa and Amy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _1017
DZ- Pledges: Unity Time! Meet at
Jerry's at 6:00 p.m. Tuesday. DZ
Love, Tamara '
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/7
Need a place to live? Looking for
a roommate? Check out the Classifieds of The Daily Eastern
News! We accept Visa and MasterCard!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7

/9

o -

Calvin and Hobbes
't-1\.l~i'S FbR

by Bill Watterson
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Doonesbury
THAT 15 /Na<EVIBUJ,

'3/R ! 40'!o OFAUYouR !3MPUYfe&S
HAV!3 8fiefl ft4UAJ-

AT

tEA5T...

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
50Ml3 Of lHt/'11 TURN/30 IN7D
PIJllJSIONS, AND I HAD 70 LeT
THeM &J. BUTOTHtRS HAV8
8llW aJtiH Me KR. Yl¥'RS. 1

CINATION5~ ~I

Y/3ARS? 5/R,
YOU ... YOU

PON'T MFAN

PENIAlAlWAY9.WAS
YOUR 5!J?ONG

7HATI...I'M... SUIT, HONeY.

1

\

\

Doonesbury
YEfAH,

RIGHT.

I

'3/R..,Ak
YOU71<YING
70UNl?tRMIN/3MY
'3elf-13'3TMM
MAIN?'

/

TIM&?V

ti/AK£ UP
ANP5Mal7Hl3 5(0l{H,
HQVeY.'

\·

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
'!<&lrl13Mf3eR WHAT7He
fl!Clt;./TA7Df?. 7DW YOU/
7RY70/MA(j/N8I'M !8
AGAIN ANflaJB'R&ME:er-

18 A6AIN? THATS JU:ir
W/?ICROl.JS, BOOPSl/3 .'

ING FORM Fl!<§{TIM/3/

I CAN7 IMAGIN/3 THAT'
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WESTERN ILLINOIS
16, EASTERN 15
WIU 0 7
EIU 6 0

0
9

9
0

16
15

How they scored
FIRST QUARTER
Edson Castillo 1 run, kick
blocked, EIU 6-0.
SECOND QUARTER
Lance Earl 6 pass from Donny
Simmons, Matt Seman kick,
WIU7-6.
TIIlRD QUARTER
Darrell Rennells 34 field goal,
EIU9-7
Mike Rummell 14 pass from
Jeff Thome, kick blocked, EIU
15-7
FOURTH QUARTER
Chuck Fox 2 run, pass failed,
EIU 15-13
Seman 29 field goal WIU 1615
Team totals:
EIU
WIU
First downs
19
18
Rushing
8
8
Passing
10
10
Penalty
0
Rushing
Carries
33
48
Net yards
196
178
Passing
Attempts
32
28
Completions
16
15
Net yards
168
169
Total net offense 364
347
Possession time 27:14 32:46
Turnovers
1
1
Individual totals
RUSHING
EIU - Jamie Jones 21-129,
Edson Castillo 8-70, Jeff
Thorne 3
-4, Broe
Montgomery 1-1.
WIU - Kevin Hart 21-107,
Chuck Fox 20-76, Don
Simmons 5 - -8, Jeff Bush 1 - 1, Jim Hagedon 1-4.
PASSING
EIU -Thome 16-32-168-1.
WIU - Simmons 15-28-169-1.
RECEIVING
EIU - Jones 1-1, Martin Ellens
3-54, Mike Rummell 7-74,
Montgomery 1-10, Castillo 15, Mike Sahm 2-15, Terrence
Hickman 1-9.
WIU - Lance Earl 5-47, Steve
Decker 1-36, Bush 2-13, Hart
2-30, Demeris Johnson 3-37,
Fox 2-6.
1991 Gateway
Conference

Football

Conference
WIU
1 0 0
SWMS 1 0 0
SIU
21 0
ILSU 1 1 0
UNI
0 1 0
EIU
0 1 0
INSU 0 1 0

Overall
3 1 1
3 1 1
5 1 0
4 1 0
4 1 0
2 3 0
2 3 0

Saturday's games
Illinois State 6, Indiana State 3
Northern Iowa 56, Morgan
State 6
SW Mo. State 17, Southern
Illinois 13
Western Illinois 16, EASTERN 15
Next week's games
EASTERN at Indiana State
Northern Iowa at Illinois State
Southern Illinois at Troy State
Southwest Missouri at Western
Illinois

The Dally Eastern N

Eastern ruggers win
The Eastern rugby club
improved their record to 4-2 in
Illinois Rugby Football Union
play with a 22-7 victory over
union foe Southern IllinoisCarbondale at Lawson rugby
field Saturday.
The ruggers, who are sponsored by Coach Eddy's and Stix,
received trys, four point scoring
goals, from flyhalf Don Wallace,
winger Steve Bauer, and freshman scrumhalf Basil Doughty.
Fullback Edmond Naughton

made two of three point after
attempts, worth two points
apiece, and a pair of penalty
kicks, worth three points.
Southern Illinois-Carbondale
did come back in "B" action
with a 7-0 victory, but the "A"
game is the game the teams
count for in the IRFU standings.
The rugby club travels to
Champaign next weekend for
action in the College Cup tournament hosted by the University
of Illinois.
-Staff report

Football ·
•From page 12

The Western defense, which was
ranked first in the Gateway, kept
the Panther offense in check for
the majority of Saturday's game.
Thome, who was rated second
in the nation in passing efficiency, connected on only 16 of 32
pass attempts for 168 yards and
was intercepted twice. While
tailback Jamie Jones, who was
ranked in the top 10 in Division
I-AA in both rushing and allpurpose running, rushed for 129
yards on 21 carries and had 130

all-purpose yards. Castillo
rushed for 70 yards on eight carries.
Defensively for the Panthers,
senior linebacker Mike Settles
piled up 18 tackles and senior
safety Jeff Miles, who is recovering from injury, had seven
tackles, a blocked field goal and
an interception.
Three weeks ago the Panthers
fell 28-27 to Murray State when
a two-point conversion by Broe
Montgomery at the end of regulation was negated by a penalty.

llSl·llE

RESTAURANT & CATERING

ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED
THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN?
409 7lh STREET

345-7427

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF THE COURT HOUSE

r -Oi1"&FiiterCiianQe-

1. Up t? 5 ~t. Penzoil 1Ow30 Oil

$14 gs

I · Lubrication
•Refill underhood fluids
I •Air
Tires
I
* Most cars -- diesels excluded
.a.

II PENNZOIL
...-®

-

World C'/ass-

Reg. $17

1.IVicl.-.:IOfl®

Offer good ·
coupon 10-31
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•
----------515 Lincoln Ave., Charleston, IL

345-1114

"Across from Old Main"

0 f f I C E I S' · T 111 I I I G

COIPI .

MY DEGREE GOT ME TBE·INTERVIEw.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TBE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm
sure my college degree and good grades kept
me in the running. But in the end it was the
leadership and management experience I got
through Army ROTC that won them over.
You can begin to develop impressive leadership skills with an Anny ROTC elective.
MSC 1001 - Introduction to Leadership - 1 Credit
3 Sections, Page 15 of Class Schecllle
State Scholarships Available

Register now without obligation.

I

IRMYROTC
TIESMllTESTCOIUGE
COUISEYOD CUTllE.
Find Out More
Contact Captain Vance Chartier
Kiehm Hall, Room 308 or Call 581-5944

Monday, October 7, 1991

consistency ~osts Lady Panthers
e University of Illinoisago took advantage of
:em's inconsistent play
1y as the Flames won the
:h, 15-12, 12-15, 15-6, 15-

11
BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO
Come and explore, in a small group environment, how to
recover from the loss of a lover. Learn ways to accept _
a loss and have strength to leave a relationship.
Dr. Alice Sanders, Counseling Center

,,

Monday, October 21, 7:00 p.m.
Counseling Center
Call to Register (581-3413)
Limited Enrollment
Sponsored by the Counseling Center

Lady Panthers, in two of
games they lost, had a
of at least four or more
before the Flames came

<JVV c::>

Chi's

the first game, the Lady
:rs took an early 7-2 lead,
the Flames cut the lead.
:rn, then, found itself up
before letting UI-C to win
50¢ CHILI
25¢ HOT DOGS
1e, 15-12.
e should have won that
FREE POPCORN
game. We had our opportus. We were up 12-9 and
WE INVITE ALL OUR ROWDY
scored six in a row," said
'A FRIENDS TO ENJOY $1 00 GIANT DRAFTS Ll
rn coach Betty Ralston.
can't let teams get in a
OPEN AT 6:00 p.m.
like that."
COME EARLY/PARTY LATE
that game, the Lady
1ers had three service errors
row, fou~ total in the game.
MIKE ANSCHUE1Z/Associate photo editor
practice, we wo~ked on . Sophomore outside hitter Susie Green attempts to spike the ball over
serves, but the_ girls are the University of Illinois at Chicago Flames' blockers in Frday's match
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK
.
:
1g to have to thmk about in which the Lady Panthers lost 15-12 12-15 15-6 15-12
situations before they are
'
. '
'
·
aggressive," Ralston said.
"We have ~o folio':" through mentioned ~h~t her team had too
· 1t
s· we and play until we hit 15, not many rece1vmg errors and the
let uP m
a er game ,
"l
d ,, .d . .
,
.
had one error after the first unti_ we get a 1ea , sa1 JUmor team s passmg was not very
Lon Olson.
good. The Lady Panthers had _
I
One
of
the
factors
for.
the
nine receiving errors and the
:tern took the second game
match, but not without a strong start and strong come- passing errors caused bad sets.
"(Sophomore) Amy's (Van
.. The Lady Panthers again back in the fourth game was the
of
sophomore
Kim
Traub.
Eekeren)
sets were not effective
play
1e out strong and found
She
started
out
the
fourth
with
at
all.
She
was always setting
.selves winning 10-2. The
10
foot line," Ralston
three
kills.
from
the
1es, though, cut the lead to
I
Good on Cany-Out Only 7 Days a Wee~
I
"She's
an
emotional
leader.
I
said
.
. The Lady Panthers went
Offer E><Plres April 30, 1992
I
I
·
think
it
helps
pick
up
the
other
She
also
added
that
in
the
win the game 15-12.
·C had total control of the players sometimes," Ralston fourth game when the game was
said. "You could see the differ- knotted 12-12, two points were
game as it won 15-6.
I
ence
when Traub was on. I don't given to UI-C because of bad I
1e fourth game, again, feaa quick start by the Lady know what it is about this gym, passes over the net which were
'
I
:rs as they possessed a 5-1 but she's· played so much better put away by a Fla~es hitter.
on
the
road."
Sophomore
Susie
Green
and
I
lead. However, Eastern's
Ralston said she started four Olson were a few of the high- I
I
:sistent play took effect and
different
lineups
in
each
of
the
lights
for
the
Lady
Panthers.
I
I
lames came back to estabgames.
Green
posted
14
kills
and
22
I
909
18th
Street
815
Broadway
I
a lead which they held the
"One
person
will
do
real
well
digs
while
Olson
compiled
11
I
·
~;s~5
t':J4~2
I
of the game. The Lady
:rs did manage to make a in one game, but will disappear kills and 25 digs. Another high11·
:back to knot the match at in another," Ralston said about light was the Panther blocking. I
the
changing
of
the
line
ups.
Ralston
commented
that
the
I
2, but the Flames fought off
Another factor in the outcome team got its hands on a lot of I
I
comeback effort and won
of
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game
were
the
mental
attempted
kills
from
UI-C.
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mistakes on Eastern 's part. She
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SUPER FOOTBALL BASH
NEW BIG SCREEN T.V.
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Power Gym
Unlimited Tans
for 1 month

$25
National Marketing
Company Needs People
With Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses
To Apply call
348-5250 EOE

~
Keystone---Light Cans

WHEN: October 12th at 11 :00 a.m.
RAIN DATE: October 26th
WHERE: On 7th St. In Front of
My Place Lounge
MUSIC BY: Hello David (Formerly Good ?)
Field is Open to All

Food • Prizes • Drinks Available
The Race is a Head-to-head Competition starting at the top of 7th Street &
Finishing at My Place Lounge • Teams consist of 4 members,
$20 Registration Fee per Team.

PiiN'!"HEFl
LOUNGE

All Proceeds Donated To City of Charleston
Park and Recreation Department

60¢

Registration Forms available in the Union Rm. 201, or call 348-8222 or 348-5404

Tonl9ht

NO CUVER

Event Sponsored By: Delta Tau Delta
J
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Tough luck
Leathernecks make field goal with :11 left for 16-15 wi
'

By DON O'BRIEN
Associate sports editor

,.

For the second straight game
the Eastern Panthers saw a game
slip away from them in the final
minutes when Western Illinois
field goal kicker Matt Seman connected on a 29-yard field goal
with 11 seconds left in the game
to give the Leathernecks a 16-15
Gateway Conference victory at
O'Brien Stadium Saturday.
The Panthers fell to 2-3 overall
and to 0-1 in Gateway
Conference play while Western
Illinois improved its ov.e rall
record to 3-1-1 and its Gateway
record to ·1-0.
Seman's field goal capped off a
six minute Leatherneck rally
where they turned a 15-7 deficit
into a victory.
With 5:54 remaining, Chuck
Fox scored on a 2-yard run to pull
the Leathernecks within two
points at 15-13. They opted to go
for the tie with a two point conversion attempt, but Western
Illinois quarterback Don.nie
Simmons pass to Demerius
Johnson fell incomplete.
The Panthers picked up some
momentum off of the missed
extra point. They marched the
ball down to the Western 26-yardline on the strength of' the rushing
of Jamie Jones and Edson
Castillo.
Two costly penalties, a 5-yard
illegal procedure and a 26-yard
clipping call, moved the Panthers
out of field goal range and they
had to punt the ball away with
2:44 remaining.
Simmons, a junior college

SHANNON THOMAS/Staff photographer
Senior tailback Jamie Jones tries to elude a Leatherneck defender during Eastern's 16-15 loss to Western
Illinois Saturday at O'Brien Stadium.
transfer from Phoenix, Ariz. who give the Leathernecks the game.
our part either. We have to
was making his first start of the
"The penalties hurt us," said regroup and win games on the
season,
orchestrated
the Panther head coach Bob Spoo. road now," he said.
Leathernecks final drive by con- "Especially the last one (the 26Simmons was 15-28 for 169
verting on five of 10 pass yard clipping call). We lost 25-30 yards with a touchdown, a second
attempts, including a fourth down yards on that play and it forced us quarter six-yard pass to Lance
and five attempt with 1:38 to go to punt from poor field position. Earl that gave Western a 7-6 halfat Western's 39, and taking them You have to give those guys time lead. Kevin Hart led the
down to the Panther 12-yardline.
(Western) credit. They did what Leatherneck ground attack with
It was that point where Seman they had to do to win.
107 yards and Fox added 76.
made good on his field goal to
"It wasn't a lack of effort on
The Panthers kicking game,

which has been a question m
for most of the season, proved
be an achilles heel as they had
pair of extra point attemp
blocked. Had those two attem
been good the Panthers wo
have walked away winners.
Castillo plunged in from a y
out on the Panthers opening dri
of the game to give Eastern a
lead. Jason Caldwell, who
done all of the kicking duties
the Panthers so far, came out
the extra point attempt but it
batted down by the Leathemec
Rodney Harrison.
Then in the third quarter af
14 yard touchdown reception
Mike Rummell from quarterb
Jeff Thorne, sophomore Da
Rennels came in to attempt
PAT · in place of Caldw
Rennels, who made good on a
yard field goal earlier in the q
ter on his first attempt of the y
had his first extra point atte
blocked by a host of West
Illinois players after an inte
line surge by the Leathernecks.
"There was so much more
etration on Rennels' attem
said Spoo comparing the t
blocked PAT attempts, "t
would of gotten to it anyway.
the first attempt there was no
etration, so we thought that it
too low."
~"As far as the extra point g
I had my head down," s
Rennels, a Charleston nati
"They had two or three guys
curved around the left side
got to the ball. They had a
field goal ~lock team.'/

•Conti~
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Simmons steps in .to lead WIU Late penalty costs
boaters against ISU

By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

--

Coming from behind in big
football games is something that
Western Illinois is getting accustomed to in 1991.
The Leathernecks, led by
junior college-transfer quarterback Donny Simmons, pulled out
a dramatic 16-15 victory against
Eastern Saturday in both teams'
Gateway Conference opener.
Western drove 64 yards in 14
plays and spphomore place kicker
Matt Seman booted a 29-yard
field goal with only 11 seconds
remaining, giving the Leathernecks (3-1-1) the victory. The win
against Eastern, now 2-3 overall
and 0-1 in the Gateway, came
after the Leathernecks tied N<>. 10
Sam Houston State 21-21 one
week ago in Macomb. Western
trailed in that game 14-0, but
came back with Simmons at the
controls.
The newly found confidence is
something that Western is trying
to build on during the remainder
of the season.
"Everyb<>dy is making my job
easy," said Simmons, who was 15
of 28 passing for 169 yards. "The
defense is holding people to few
points and doing a great job. The
team is. clicking well and we're

senior fullback Kevin Hart, which
was good for a first down at the
Eastern 14.
,
Western then gave the ball to
1 Chuck Fox, who rushed the ball
to the 12, setting up Seman's late. ~ game heroics.
~
"I felt down deep that if I got a
chance, I'd come through," said
~ Seman, who also serves as a
1 backup quarterback. "All year
we've played tough and Donny
~ has come up big every week. The
f real season is starting now and
~ taking the (Gateway Conference)
,; crown is our No. 1 goal.''
Simmons, who tossed one
touchdown while giving up an
interception, said as the game
J went on, he felt more comfortDonnie Simmons
able. "The first quarter I was hurrying my throws and not producfinding ways to win.
"The defense saved us again. ing as a quarterback. But the rest
We knew we had plenty of time of the ball game the line gave me
and we knew something good all the time in the world.
"We have all the confidence in
was going to happen. We had to
produce after the defense pro- pressure situations and we're
going for the ring. It's a great
duced."
The Leatherneck defense, road victory and it's important
which is first in the Gateway, that we found a way to win."
"They have realized who their
forced Eastern to punt with just
under three minutes remaining quarterback is," said Eastern head
and that's when Simmons took coach Bob Spoo of Simmons,
over. The 6-foot, 191 pounder who beat out Willie Davis for the
connected with four different quarterbacking duties. "He is
receivers throughout the drive, poised and he made the plays
including a 15-yard strike to when he had to make them." ·

,.J _
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By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

A late penalty on the Eastern
soccer team spelled doom for
the Panthers Sunday afternoon,
as they dropped a 3-2 decision
to the Redbirds of Illinois
State.
Eastern, who dropped to 6-3
with the loss, led 2-1 with 13
minutes left in the game when
an ISU player had a breakaway.
Senior midfielder Tom Pardo
grabbed the player, who would
have had an easy shot at goal,
and received a red card.
The Panthers were forced to
play a man short for the
remainder of the game and that
is when things fell apart.
Eastern head coach Cizo
Mosnia said that he agreed with
Pardo's penalty, saying that the
Redbirds probably would have
scored anyway.
"They had a breakaway and I
think they would have scored,"
Mosnia said. "I think I would
have to agree with Tommy's
decision.''
Eastern forward Paul
Agyeman got the Panthers out

to a quick 1-0 lead, scoring
a breakaway at the 1:44 m
The goal was the freshman
eighth of the season, which
second on the team to LeB
Hollimon's nine.
Junior forward Tom Wat
would later give the Panthers
2-1, as he scored his first g
of the season on a breakaway.
ISU tied the game up w'
seven minutes remaining in
game, with the Panthers a
short and scored a late g
with exactly a minute left in
contest to put Eastern away
good.
Sophomore John Gourio
did the goaltending duties
Eastern in the first half and
Manibog came in and ten
goal after the intermission.
Mosnia said that he was
pleased with his teams .p_erf
mance against the Redbir
who improved their record to
7 on the year. ,
"We did not play well
Mosnia said. "Our players I
their composure and panick
when they had the one m
advantage at the end of t
game."

